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!8str*ct9 Enabling quality of service in Grids requires not only resource 
management strategies but also the development of protocols enabling 
structured negotiation for the use of resources. In this paper, we describe 
design, implementation, and application of an agreement-based infrastructure. 
We then discuss its use in the virtual control room developed for the National 
Fusion Collaboratory.  

: .ntroduction 

Computational Grids are of proven usefulness to scientific community. However, 
in order to make Grid computing a viable model for experimental science, capabilities 
enabling it to respond to QoS requirements, such as real-time execution, are needed. 
For example, the National Fusion Collaboratory (NFC) project [1] wants to enable 
scientists to run analysis codes on the Grid in the roughly 20-minute period between 
the pulses of a fusion experiment. In addition to developing sophisticated resource 
management strategies and algorithms, enabling this capability requires the 
development of protocols enabling structured negotiation for the use of resources. 

An agreement-based services infrastructure combines information, negotiation, and 
execution services that allow clients to query the availability of a particular service in 
the context of their priority needs, as well as to compare offers from different 
providers. Once a service agreement is achieved, the service provider can use it to 
drive resource management. Combining subsidiary agreements allows for the creation 
of agreements of arbitrary complexity, and automatic management allows providers to 
both leverage and counteract the changing conditions on the Grid. We see this flexible 
formalism as underlying the future development of the Grid. 

In this paper we describe an implementation of an agreement-based infrastructure 
based on the WS-Agreement specification [2] currently developed at the Global Grid 
Forum (GGF). We describe terms for specific applications including combined 
agreements, dependency-based agreements, and agreement templates. To manage 
uncertainty, we associate agreements with confidence levels representing the quality 
of agreement to the client. Finally, we demonstrate the use of our implementation in 
practice, working under to constraints of a virtual control room developed by the 
National Fusion Collaboratory for use in fusion experiments.  
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< !gree%ents= !rchitecture *nd .%ple%ent*tion  

In this section, we describe the architecture and implementation of our agreement 
negotiation structure used by the services described in Section 3. 

<9: ?@er@ieA of B7-!gree%ent 

WS-Agreement [2] is a draft specification developed at the GRAAP working group 
of the GGF describing a negotiation approach to service management. The 
negotiation process can be viewed as a discovery phase in which clients advertise 
their needs to the providers and the providers represent what capabilities they can 
provide. This phase ends when both sides commit. A complete agreement represents a 
concretization of use policy representing an agreed to relationship between a client 
and a provider.  

According to the specification, agreements are represented as Grid services [3] and 
inherit all the properties of a Grid service. They are created by factories, subject to 
soft-state lifetime management, and enable access to state exposed as service data 
elements (SDEs). In particular, one of the SDEs exposes the agreement terms. A new 
agreement service can be requested by a client and created whenever a factory 
determines that the requested terms are suitable for beginning a negotiation. If the 
requested terms are unacceptable, an exception is returned.  

The WS-Agreement specification defines a term type (wsa:TermType) for 
describing agreement terms, but it does not provide a term language for any domain. 
It is assumed that such term languages to describe domain-specific concepts (data 
transfer, resource management, application-specific concepts) will be developed 
separately through complementary work in other working groups.  

The current focus of the working group is on architecture and the negotiation 
model. The negotiation model allows renegotiating agreements after creation and 
concludes in a commit stage that can be triggered by either side. The negotiation is 
fine grained and proceeds on the level of specific terms.  

<9< ?ur .%ple%ent*tion 

We implemented agreement-based interactions using the Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3). 
While our implementation was heavily influenced by WS-Agreement [2] and Web 
Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [4], our use case did not require a full 
implementation of it. Instead, we focused on defining terms and functionality required 
by the application and practical experiences with the system. 

Instead of representing each agreement as a service, the factory creates and 
maintains a table of current “agreement entries” exposed as factory SDEs and 
managed as factory state. Our negotiation process is simplified and emphasizes 
discovery. An agreement factory allows a client to retrieve an “agreement template” 
(based on the AgreementTermType in the section below) advertising some initial 
values of the agreements it supports (for example, a factory may support only services 
of a fixed description). The clients can then fill out some or all fields in this template 
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and propose an agreement. By filling out more or fewer fields, the client can 
effectively ask a more or less concrete question about the availability of a specific 
service. The agreement may be rejected (if the terms specified by the client cannot be 
satisfied) by returning an exception. Alternatively, the factory can supply values for 
fields not filled out by the client and return it as provider’s precommitted offer 
together with an agreement handle identifying the agreement. Precommitment on the 
provider’s side results in creating an “agreement entry” with a short expiration time 
that can be extended if the client commits. After receiving factory response, the client 
can either commit to the proposed agreement or try again. Our negotiation model is 
simpler than WS-Agreement as it does not implement multi-phase negotiations or 
support renegotiation once an agreement has been created. Further, it allows 
negotiation on the level of the whole agreement only. We also support a simpler 
commitment model: only the provider can precommit and client commit. Client’s 
commitment extends the agreement time to the end of availability time.  

A committed agreement causes the factory to automatically instantiate the requisite 
application service when the availability period of the service described by the 
agreement starts. This is done to reduce the impact of service creation overhead on 
agreement claiming. The client can then obtain the handle to the application service 
from the factory and claim the agreement from the application service which triggers 
the execution of desired actions.  

<9C !gree%ent Ter% Type 

An agreement represents a commitment that services described by the service 
description will be provided during a specified time of service availability with a 
specified QoS (whenever applicable). At most one such service will be provided at a 
time, but it may be claimed multiple times as the availability period allows. Our 
agreement terms are described as follows:  
!"#$%&'()*+"T-)+ /0(+12A45++(+/6T+5(T-)+27 
    !"#$%#+89+/&+7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12)056:+#2 6-)+126/#%A45++(+/6P056:+#T-)+2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12#+5=:&+I/#60/&+H0/$*+2 6-)+12"#$%0/-URI2<7  
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12$+)+/$+/&-2 6-)+12"#$%0/-URI2 
                (:/O&&95#12C2 
                (0"O&&95#129/D'9/$2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+120=0:*0D:*:6-2 6-)+126/#%S&F+$9*+T-)+2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12+"):506:'/T:(+2 6-)+12"#$%$06+T:(+2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12#+5=:&+L+=+*2 6-)+126/#%#+5=:&+L+=+*T-)+2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12#+5=:&+D+#&5:)6:'/2 6-)+12"#$%0/-T-)+2<7 
    !<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
!<"#$%&'()*+"T-)+7 
 
!"#$%&'()*+"T-)+ /0(+12A45++(+/6P056:+#T-)+27 
    !"#$%#+89+/&+7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12&*:+/62 6-)+12"#$%0/-URI2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12)5'=:$+52 6-)+12"#$%0/-URI2<7 
    !<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
!<"#$%&'()*+"T-)+7 
 
!"#$%&'()*+"T-)+ /0(+12S&F+$9*+T-)+27 
    !"#$%#+89+/&+7 
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        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12#6056T:(+2 6-)+12"#$%$06+T:(+2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12+/$T:(+2 6-)+12"#$%$06+T:(+2<7! 
    !<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
!<"#$%&'()*+"T-)+7 
 
!"#$%&'()*+"T-)+ /0(+12#+5=:&+L+=+*T-)+27 
    !"#$%#+89+/&+7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+126:(+B'9/$2 6-)+12"#$%$9506:'/2<7 
        !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12&'/J:$+/&+L+=+*2 6-)+12"#$%:/62<7 
    !<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
!<"#$%&'()*+"T-)+7 

The first three items of the schema correspond to the wsa:ContextType of the 
specification. They describe the parties of the agreement and include the Grid Service 
Handle (GSH) of the client and the provider. The serviceInstanceHandle 
element holds the GSH of the application service created as a result of the agreement. 
The dependency element contains the agreement handle(s) which the agreement is 
dependent on (see Section 3.2 and Section 3.4 for illustration).  

The availability element defines the time period when the services specified 
in the agreement are available. The expirationTime element corresponds to the 
lifetime of the agreement (not the created service). 

The serviceLevel element refers to QoS guaranteed by the agreement. The 
timeBound element describes guaranteed execution time. While some entities can 
be managed in a deterministic fashion (CPU reservation for example), others are not 
(for example, data transfer over the Internet). In order to account for this uncertainty, 
the service provider accompanies the agreement terms with a confidence level with 
which it can provide the terms. 

The serviceDescription element is a domain-specific element; its content 
depends on the service. Examples will be described in the next section.  

C 7er@ices 

C9: FPH Ieser@*tion 7er@ice 

The CPU reservation service is used for reserving a CPU resource. The 
serviceDescription element is as follows: 
!"#$%#+89+/&+7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12CPUU6:*:L06:'/2 6-)+12"#$%:/62<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12F'#6/0(+2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
!<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
Our assumption is that we will be reserving only one CPU per host and possibly 
timesharing that CPU with other jobs. Thus, CPUUtilization describes the percentage 
of CPU to be used. The implementation of the resource reservation service is similar 
to GARA [5]: to implement resource reservation, this service uses DSRT [6], which 
has functionality to allocate specified percentage of CPU cycles to a certain process. 
The service maintains a reservation table; when an agreement is proposed, the table is 
first consulted to make sure there is a slot available, and if a specified percentage of 
CPU cycles is free during the period of availability, the proposed agreement is 
accepted.  
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When the agreement is claimed, the job ID of a job to which the reservation should 
be applied is passed as an argument to the claim. Note, that the services description 
here is not related to QoS: the agreement simply states that a certain service will be 
provided.   

C9< Jo8 34ecution 7er@ice 

The job execution service can be customized to represent the execution of a 
program. The service description represents the name of the program and concrete 
arguments. The serviceDescription element for this specific application is as 
follows: 
!"#$%#+89+/&+7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+120))*:&06:'/2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+126:(+S6+)#2 6-)+12"#$%:/62<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12+"+&96:'/M'$+2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
!<"#$%#+89+/&+7 
The agreement for this service guarantees execution of a specific service description 
with QoS. It is important that the service description externalize all the arguments that 
QoS may depend on; in this example both executionMode and timeSteps 
influence the execution time of our application. 

To meet the QoS, this service reserves CPU resources using the CPU reservation 
service. In the current implementation, resource reservation is made by a job 
execution agreement factory when the level of the execution service is negotiated, but 
we also envision scenarios where the client can use a preexisting reservation as input 
to negotiation. The GSH of CPU reservation service is stored as the dependency 
element of AgreementTermType. Based on this reservation, the service uses 
prediction to estimate execution time for the service and its confidence level modeled 
as prediction error. It should be noted that the agreement does not indicate in what 
way or to what extent the service depends on the dependency agreement; the 
knowledge of how to “consume” the dependency in terms of both estimating 
confidence levels and claiming the dependency is application specific and contained 
in the implementation of agreement service and application service respectively. 
Another point to note is that although the terms of the agreement are based on 
resource management, they are to some extent advisory; that is, the estimate of 
execution time is based on prediction rather than adaptive management of the 
application.  

When the agreement is claimed, the service starts executing the job using GT3’s 
Grid Resource and Allocation Manager (GRAM) service. The CPU is claimed by 
associating the job ID of the job started in this way with the reservation. 

C9C K*t* Tr*nsfer 7er@ice 

The data transfer service is implemented based on the GT3 reliable file transfer 
(RFT) [7] service and uses RFT’s transferRequest as part of its service 
description. Among other qualities, transferRequest contains information about 
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the source and destination of the transfer, needed to calculate QoS. The exact 
parameters are as follows: 
!"#$%#+89+/&+7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12650/#J+5R+89+#62 
        6-)+125J6N6-)+#%T50/#J+5R+89+#6T-)+2<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12#:L+2 6-)+12"#$%:/62<7 
!<"#$%#+89+/&+7 

Estimates of execution time (transfer time, in this case) are based on prediction 
depending on historical data for this transfer and confidence level on associated error.  

Since fusion codes produce multiple files as a result of a run, the data transfer 
service has been customized to operate on directories of data rather than individual 
files: the data is tarred before RFT is invoked and untarred at destination.  

C9L BorMfloA 7er@ice 

The workflow service is used to provide end-to-end application service by 
coordinating several subsidiary services. In our case the workflow is very simple and 
consists of application execution and data transfer of output data. The 
serviceDescription of Workflow Service is as follows: 
!"#$%#+89+/&+7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+120))*:&06:'/2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+126:(+S6+)#2 6-)+12"#$%:/62<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12+"+&96:'/M'$+2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
    !"#$%+*+(+/6 /0(+12'96)96D+#6:/06:'/2 6-)+12"#$%#65:/42<7 
!<"#$%#+89+/&+7 

As before, the service description externalizes arguments on which the QoS 
depends; in this case we add the argument describing the destination of the data to 
those on job execution.  

The workflow service directly depends on the job execution and data transfer 
services for guarantees given to its QoS. We currently store those dependencies as the 
dependency element of AgreementTermType, although in principle a stronger 
dependency should be expressed: the workflow service depends on having these 
services executed in sequence.  

Negotiating a composite agreement based on a workflow is more complex as it 
requires the workflow service in turn to negotiate subsidiary agreements. Further, 
dependencies between the elements of the workflow may impose an order on 
negotiating subsidiary agreements. The end-to-end time is calculated by combining 
execution times of the services in ways appropriate to workflow (in our case by 
adding, but in general we could use min/max) and using the confidence level of 
subsidiary services to calculate a weighted error. As with the other services, the 
workflow and its subsidiary services are instantiated when the availability period 
starts. Claiming an agreement on an application service will trigger claims on 
subsidiary services.  
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L F*se 7tudy= .nter*ctions in the Nirtu*l Fontrol Ioo% 

Our prototype infrastructure and services were put to the test in the virtual control 
room experiment at SC03 illustrating how Grids can be used in fusion science 
experiments. Fusion experiments operate in a pulsed mode, producing plasmas of up 
to 10 seconds duration every 15 to 20 minutes, with multiple pulses per experiment. 
Decisions for changes to the next plasma pulse are made by analyzing measurements 
from the previous plasma pulse (hundreds of megabytes of data) within roughly 15 
minutes between pulses. This mode of operation could be made more efficient by the 
ability to leverage Grid resources to do more analysis and simulation in the short time 
between pulses. Hence, the ability to do time-bounded execution in the Grids is of 
critical importance. 

The virtual control room experiment followed the script of typical experiment 
preparation and interaction. Before an experiment, a scientist can negotiate an 
agreement for the execution of a remote fusion code and request for data to be 
delivered to a specific location. This process allows the scientist to experiment with, 
and fine-tune the parameters for the execution of the code. Thus, the agreement-based 
system is used not only to perform management actions but also to structure and 
automate experimental process that has grown more complex with the use of Grids.  

The agreement formed in this way promises to deliver an end-to-end QoS on 
execution time of the service as long as the execution is requested within a certain 
availability window. Delivering the QoS entails combining data transfers with 
application execution and CPU management. At the time of the experiment, the client 
can request service execution against a previously formed agreement and expect it to 
be satisfied with the agreed on QoS.  

In the experiment our implementation and services discussed earlier were used to 
obtain agreements and claim execution of the to the EFIT code performing 
equilibrium fitting on the results of fusion experiment. The code runs were initiated 
from the SC03 show floor in Phoenix, Arizona; EFIT execution was performed at 
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab (PPPL); and the end results were transferred to the 
control room team at General Atomics in California. 

 
 Job Execution 

Service 
Data Transfer 
Service 

Total 
Execution 

Time 
Measured 95 sec 54 sec 173 sec 
Agreement 95 sec, 90j 53 sec, 93j 172 sec, 92j 

 
The table above shows how our actual execution values compared with what was 

promised in the agreement. The “measured” row shows the mean of 10 values for 
each quality measured. The “agreement” row shows promised value and the level of 
confidence with which it is promised. The results show good agreement with 
estimated values. The overhead is large mainly because, while the time spent on the 
respective services was measured locally, the end-to-end execution time was 
measured from the SC show floor, accumulating the high latencies of 
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acknowledgement messages from the services. Nevertheless, the overall execution 
time was satisfactory and the infrastructure deemed acceptable for experimental use.   

O Fonclusions *nd Puture BorM 

Although our implementation provides only a simple negotiation model, we found 
that it fulfilled the needs of our use case very well. The negotiation phase worked well 
as a discovery capability customized to the needs of a client. In fact, some of our 
current agreements are used in “advisory” capacity and enable the scientist to do, in a 
structured way, what was previously done in an ad hoc manner: estimate times for 
codes that will be run during the experiment. Underpinning this interaction are the 
resource management actions ensuring the success of such preparations.   

Given the dynamic and unreliable nature of a Grid environment, any guarantee 
must be qualified: resources may become unavailable, or policies and priorities may 
change at any moment. Furthermore, while some qualities in the Grid can be managed 
(CPU reservations, for example), others cannot: we cannot reserve bandwidth on the 
Internet or predict exactly the runtime of an application. For this reason, we have 
introduced !"#"!$ &' (&)'*+")(" used by the provider to represent the strength of a QoS 
guarantee. We modeled them as the probability that a certain QoS will be achieved. 
While this measure is correct from a provider’s perspective, it is not very helpful for 
the client because it does not give the client the means of verifying failure rate. With 
the addition of resource management, however, it is possible to convert a provider’s 
failure rate into a failure rate for a specific user. Such a guarantee would be more 
appropriate from the perspective of our use case. 

Finally, the potential of agreements stems from the fact that they constitute a target 
to guide adaptive actions. More research will have to be done to fulfill their promise.  
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